Rare Presentation of Bilateral Sino-Nasal Inverted Papilloma
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Abstract: Introduction: The inverted papilloma (IP) is a rare and benign sinonasal tumour, bearing an incidence of 0.75-1.5 cases per 100 thousand inhabitants/year (representing 0.5-4%) of nasal tumours and 91-99% of cases are unilateral. IP is locally aggressive tumour having propensity for recurrence and association with malignancy. We report a rare case of inverted papilloma in bilateral nasal cavity.

Case Report: A 54 Years old male presenting with history of bilateral nasal obstruction. CT scan Nose and PNS revealed soft tissue density mass in bilateral nasal cavity, Intra-operative bilateral ethmoid sinuses, Lt. maxillary, Lt. sphenoid sinus were found involved. Total removal was done endoscopically. On the basis of clinic-pathological findings, the tumour was diagnosed as inverted papilloma. On follow up patient was disease free.

Conclusion: The very rarity with which inverted papillomas affect the nasal cavities (bilateral) makes this report so important, especially considering post-operative follow up.

I. Introduction:

The term papilloma means neoplasia with epithelial growth. The first report of this type of tumour in the nasal cavity was made by Ward et al. in 1854. The inverted papilloma (IP) is a rare and benign sinonasal tumour, bearing an incidence of 0.75-1.5 cases per 100 thousand inhabitants/year (representing 0.5-4%) of nasal tumours and 91-99% of cases are unilateral.

IP originates from the lateral wall of nasal cavity, and it secondarily affects the maxillary, ethmoid, sphenoid sinuses. IP are 4-5 times more frequent in males, between 5th and 6th decades of life. Although benign, the IP is characterised by an aggressive growth, great invasion potential, being multicentric (12%) and high recurrence rate (13%) and malignancy (2-53%) (13). About 10% of the IP cases with cellular atypia are associated with squamous cell carcinoma (13).

Signs and symptoms are nonspecific and may cause unilateral nasal obstruction, epistaxis, olfactory disorder and rhino sinusitis. Diagnosis is carried out by history taking, Otorhinolaryngological examination, Imaging (CT scan, M.R.I.).

Main differential diagnosis are antrochoanal polyp, Squamous papilloma of nasal cavity, fibrous dysplasia.

Treatment is surgical, surgical techniques and access must be broadly studied and individualised. We report a rare case of inverted papilloma affecting bilateral nasal cavity, destroying nasal septum and anterior wall of sphenoid sinus.

II. Case Report:

A 54 Years old male complained of bilateral nasal obstruction for two years, associated with hyposmia and mucopurulent rhinorrhea. He did not complain of Epistaxis, headache and visual impairment. Patient had undergone Rt. Caldwell-luc operation in 2008, bilateral polypectomy in 2010 for nasal polyposis. On Examination:

- On anterior rhinoscopy multiple polypoidal growths pinkish-white in colour, insensitive to touch on probing were seen in bilateral nasal cavities.
- On Diagnostic nasal endoscopy, multiple firm polypoidal growths pinkish-white in colour, filling bilateral middle meatus were seen, posterior part of septum and anterior wall of Lt. sphenoid sinus were found eroded by mass. [Fig1, Fig2]
CT scan Nose and PNS revealed hyperdense irregular SOL noted in cranial part of nasal cavity above middle turbinate on left side and above inferior turbinate on right side involving bilateral ethmoidal sinuses, Rt. Maxillary sinus [Fig 3, Fig 4].

Mass was endoscopically cleared from bilateral nasal cavity with sufficient clear margins all around [Fig 5]. Serial histopathological examination revealed bilateral inverted papilloma without atypia [Fig 6]. On postoperative follow up patient was disease free on endoscopic examination.

III. Discussion:

Inverted Papillomas are relatively uncommon benign epithelial tumours of the nasal cavity that generate considerable interest because they are locally aggressive have tendency to recur and are associated with malignancy. The incidence IP in apparently normal bilateral polyps varies between 0.00% and 0.92% (7).

The incidence of IP in unremarkable recurrent cases of nasal polyp is rare. IP is generally unilateral and bilateral involvement of sinonasal tract is very rare, reported in less than 1%-9% of patients (7).

Nasal polyps, 25 times more frequent than IPs (2), and must constitute a differential diagnosis, just like the antrochoanal polyp, squamous polyp, nasal vestibule polyp, fibrous dysplasia, giant cell granuloma. Human papilloma virus has been implicated in causing IP and its DNA has been found in both IP and normal mucosa surrounding it.

Treatment is wide excision of the tumour and approaches are lateral rhinotomy, midfacial degloving with medial maxillectomy and endoscopic. Since 1980 endoscopic approach has gained popularity. Endoscopic medial maxillectomy has superseded Caldwell-Luc approach in vast majority of cases(7). The morbidity with endoscopic approach is less with no facial incision, less facial swelling, short post-operative time, Recurrence are common and has been

IV. Conclusion:

The very rarity with which inverted papillomas affecting bilateral nasal cavities, destroying nasal septum and anterior wall of sphenoid sinus makes this report so important, especially considering occurrence of IP in previous benign inflammatory polyps and post-operative follow up because, despite being a benign tumour, the inverted papilloma is a very aggressive tumour with propensity towards malignancy.
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Fig1: Preoperative nasal endoscopy showing polypoidal mass in Lt. nasal cavity arising from middle meatus
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Fig2: Preoperative nasal endoscopy showing polypoidal mass in Rt. nasal cavity arising from middle meatus

Fig3: CT scan Nose and PNS coronal section showing bilateral involvement of nasal cavity, ethmoidal sinuses, Rt. Maxillary sinus

Fig4: CT scan Nose and PNS Axial section showing bilateral involvement of nasal cavity, ethmoidal sinuses, Rt. Maxillary sinus
Fig 5: Excised mass endoscopically

Fig # 6: HPE Picture of Inverted Papilloma